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The validity of a series expansion proposed previously @T. H. Jensen and M. S. Chu, Phys. Fluids
27, 2881 ~1984!# for describing general Taylor configurations of magnetized plasmas has been
reexamined because an apparent paradox was realized. From analyses of simple cases which can be
dealt with mostly analytically, it is concluded that the paradox is a Gibbs phenomenon, and that the
series expansion is valid. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S1070-664X~99!02005-4#I. INTRODUCTION
From investigation of the relaxation process in a linear
pinch, J. B. Taylor1 proposed that any magnetically confined,
high temperature plasma, surrounded by a closed conducting
wall ~with no perpendicular magnetic field! will relax toward
a configuration of the form
3B1sB50, ~1!
where B is the magnetic field strength and s is a constant.
Such configurations are commonly called ‘‘Taylor’’ configu-
rations. Taylor also showed that the configuration is a con-
sequence of the assumption that the magnetic helicity, K
5* ABdV , is conserved and the magnetic energy, E
5(1/2)* B2dV , is minimized. Here, A is the magnetic vec-
tor potential and V is the volume inside the closed, conduct-
ing wall. The relevance of Taylor’s assumption to real plas-
mas has been amply demonstrated.2
A formalism for describing Taylor configurations for
cases where the shape of the closed, conducting wall is arbi-
trary and where a ‘‘frozen-in,’’ perpendicular magnetic field
component at the wall may exist, was given earlier.3
Frozen-in fields can exist also without normal field compo-
nents at the wall when the volume enclosed is not singly
connected. The formalism provided convenient ways of
viewing methods for helicity injection or current drive into
plasmas as well as useful relationships between K, E, and s.
The formalism utilized an expansion in eigenfunctions of the
curl operator. An assumption on completeness of these
eigenfunctions was made that later was proven correct by
Yoshida and Giga.4
Recently one of us ~P.M.B.! noticed an apparent paradox
associated with the formalism for the case of a nonvanishing
normal magnetic field at the surrounding wall. For this case
there must be a nonvanishing normal current density at the
wall according to ~1!. But, paradoxically, all elements of the
formal expansion have vanishing normal components of the
current density at the wall. From an analysis of this phenom-
enon for simple examples, which can be treated mostly ana-
lytically, we conclude that the paradox is an example of the
Gibbs phenomenon5 and that the previously proposed expan-
sion is valid.
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lation of the formalism of Ref. 3 is given in Sec. II. Section
III gives details of the analysis of one of the examples inves-
tigated, namely a conducting sphere with a frozen-in field
corresponding to a uniform magnetic field. A brief discus-
sion of conclusions is given in Sec. IV.
II. RECAPITULATION OF THE FORMALISM
The formalism deals with the problem of describing the
Taylor configuration specified by ~i! the shape of the closed,
conducting wall, ~ii! the normal component of the magnetic
field at the wall, ~iia! in case of a multiple connected wall,
locked in magnetic fluxes, and ~iii! the total magnetic helic-
ity inside the wall.
The vector potential of the Taylor configuration can be
written in the form
A5AI1(
n
anan . ~2!
Here, the inhomogeneous part AI is associated with the
frozen-in fields, in that 3AI equals the field that would
exist in the absence of plasma currents. Therefore, in the
volume inside the wall we have
33AI50. ~3!
These conditions determine AI ~except for a gauge transfor-
mation! when the frozen-in field is given. The vector func-
tions, an of ~2!, are the eigenfunctions of ~ln’s are the eigen-
values!
33an1ln3an50 ~4!
with the boundary condition that an50, and therefore 
3an nˆ50, at the wall. Here nˆ is the unit vector normal to
the plasma boundary. We assume the eigenfunctions are
complete and prove3 that they can be ortho-normalized to
satisfy
E am3andV52 lnulnu dmn . ~5!
It is straightforward to find from ~2!–~5! that ~1! and the
boundary conditions are satisfied when the expansion coeffi-
cients, an of ~2!, are5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ln /ulnu
s2ln
E an3AIdV[s ln /ulnus2ln In , ~6!
where In5* an3AIdV . The apparent paradox is evident
from inspection of ~2!. If we take the 33 of ~2!, it fol-
lows from ~3! that the seed field carries no current and from
~4! that each of the eigenfunctions an carries no perpendicu-
lar current at the plasma boundary. Using the formalism one
can find an expression for the helicity
K5E A3AdV5(
n
In
2 ln
ulnu
F12 ln2
~s2ln!
2G1KV ,
~7!
and for the energy
E5
1
2 E ~3AI!2dV5 12 (n In2ulnu s
2
~s2ln!
2 1EV .
~8!
In ~7!, KV is the ‘‘vacuum helicity,’’ KV5* AI3AIdV ,
and EV in ~8! is the ‘‘vacuum energy,’’ EV51/2*(
3AI)2dV . Note that the theory is completely gauge invari-
ant, i.e., an , In , K, and E are invariant under the gauge
transformation of A!A1f. It follows that for any value
of K, there is at least one value of s which will satisfy ~7!.
When ~7! is satisfied by more than one value of s, the Taylor
configuration is the one for which the energy is the smallest.
It is shown in Ref. 3 that the Taylor configuration is associ-
ated with the one and only one value of s larger than the
largest negative eigenvalue and smaller than the smallest
positive eigenvalue. For the special case that the ‘‘coupling
coefficient’’ for one of these eigenvalues vanishes, In150,
the expressions ~6!–~8! are not defined for s5ln1. As dis-
cussed in Ref. 3, this ambiguity is resolved by adding an
infinitesimal ‘‘error field’’ to AI so that the In1’s do not
vanish. One sees that for the special case 3AI50, s must
equal either the largest negative or the smallest positive ei-
genvalue of ~4!, depending on the sign of K.
III. EXAMPLE: A SPHERICAL CONDUCTING WALL
Without any frozen-in field, the case was solved by
Rosenbluth and Bussac.6 With a uniform ‘‘frozen-in’’ field
added, the configuration becomes topologically equal to the
‘‘Bumpy Z Pinch’’7 or the ‘‘Flux Core Spheromaks.’’2
We employ a spherical coordinate system (r ,u ,f). The
magnetic field can be represented by the poloidal flux func-
tion c through
B5scf1f3c . ~9!
From ~9! and ~1!, one gets
r2Sc
r2
D1s2c50. ~10!
The exact solution to this problem for c is
c52
rr0 j1~sr !
2 j1~sr0! sin
2 u , ~11a!
andDownloaded 13 Dec 2007 to 131.215.225.196. Redistribution subject tojm~S !5~p/2S !1/2Jm11/2~S !, ~11b!
where J is the ordinary Bessel function. One finds for the
exact solution BE of this problem
Br
E5
r0 j1~sr !
r j1~sr0! cos u ,
Bu
E52
r0
2 j1~sr0!
1
r
d
dr @r j1~sr !#sin u , ~12!
Bf
E52
sr0 j1~sr !
2 j1~sr0! sin u .
Here, r0 is the radius of the conducting sphere. One sees
from ~12! that in the absence of a frozen-in field, one must
require j1(sr0)50.
For this case one finds that the components of the eigen-
functions of ~4! may be of the form
anr5bn@ jm~ ulnur !Pmn ~cos u!r cos nf# ,
anu5bnF2 jm~ ulnur !Pmn ~cos u! nln sin u sin nf G , ~13!
anf5bnF jm~ ulnur !Pmn8~cos u! sin uln cos~nf!G .
The details of the algebra for the derivation of an are given in
the Appendix. Here the P’s are Legendre’s associated func-
tions of the first kind and Pm
n8[d/dx@Pm
n (x)# . The eigenval-
ues are determined by
jm~ ulnur0!50. ~14!
Thus for each set of the indices m and n there is a series of
n’s. The normalization constants bn are found to be
bn5
1
u jm11~ ulnur0!u S ulnupr03 D
1/2
3
~2m11 !1/2
@2m~m11 !#1/2 F ~m2n !!~m1n !! 111dn0G
1/2
. ~15!
Here, dn0 is the Kroenecker symbol.
We consider only the case where the frozen-in field cor-
responds to a uniform field. Then the coupling coefficients
vanish unless n50 and m51. For the n50, m51 case we
can further calculate the coupling coefficients from ~6!,
In5
4p
3 bn
r0
3
ulnu
j2~ ulnur0!; ~16!
and by taking the curl of ~2! one can get the series expansion
expression for the components of the magnetic field AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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s5cos uF12 (
ln.0
2s2
ln j2~lnr0!
1
s22ln
2
j1~lnr !
r G ,
Bu
s 5sin uH 211 (
ln.0
s2
ln j2~lnr0!
1
s22ln
2
1
r
d
dr
3@r j1~lnr !#J , ~17!
Bf
s 5sin uF (
ln.0
sln
s22ln
2
j1~lnr !
j2~lnr !G .
Here the notation ln.0 under the summation symbols
means that only terms for which ln.0 are included.
The exact solution, Br
E
, Bu
E
, and Bf
E of Eq. ~12! can be
compared to the series expansion expression, Br
s
, Bu
s
, Bf
s of
Eq. ~17!. We found that with just a few terms of the series
expansion Br
s and Bu
s get close to Br
E and Eu
E
, respectively.
The discrepancy between Bf
E and Bf
s is more pronounced. In
Fig. 1 is shown Bf
E /sin u and Bf
s /sin u versus r/r0 from the
cases of using 10, 20, and 40 terms in the series expansion.
One notices that the series expansion function is approaching
the exact function as the number of terms is increased. There
is, however, a notable persistent difference at r/r051, in that
the exact function is finite while the series expansion func-
tion is zero. This is a manifestation of the paradox; for the
FIG. 1. Comparison of the exact solution BfE /sin u given by ~12! with the
series approximation Bf
s /sin u given in ~17! for different number of terms
included in the series approximation for a case in which sr050.5. Ten
terms are included in ~a!, 20 terms in ~b!, and 40 terms in ~c!. We note the
persistent discrepancy at r5r0 and near r50. At other locations, with in-
creasing number of terms included, Bfs approaches BfE with increasing num-
ber of oscillations and reduced oscillation amplitudes, i.e., a manifestation
of the Gibbs phenomenon.Downloaded 13 Dec 2007 to 131.215.225.196. Redistribution subject toexact solution there is a radial current density where there is
a normal component of the magnetic field at the wall, while
the series expansion solution has a vanishing normal current
density at the wall. This discrepancy exists only in a region
near the wall, and with increasing number of terms in the
expansion, this region of discrepancy shrinks. It is an ex-
ample of the Gibbs phenomenon.
Next we examine the series expansion expression for the
current. Taking the curl of the expression for Bs, given by
~17!, one obtains
j rs52sF (
ln.0
ln
j2~lnr0!~s22ln2!
2
r
j1~lnr !Gcos u ,
jus 5sH (
ln.0
ln
j2~lnr0!~s22ln2!
1
r
d
dr @r j1~lnr !#J sin u ,
~18!
jfs 5sF (
ln.0
sln
s22ln
2
j1~lnr !
j2~lnr0!Gsin u .
The notation on summation used in ~17! is also used here.
One notices that jfs 5sBfs , which is the relationship for the
exact solution. One sees also from ~17! and ~18! that the
relationships between j rs and Brs as well as between jus and Bus
are more complicated. In particular, it is found that j rs/Brs and
jus /Bus are not equal to the constant value s. The fidelity of
the series expansion for the current is illustrated in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2. Comparison of the exact solution j rE/(s cos u) derived from ~12!
with the series approximation j rs/(s cos u) given by ~18! for different num-
ber of terms included in the series approximation for a case in which sr0
50.5. Ten terms are included in ~a!, 20 terms in ~b!, and 40 terms in ~c!. We
note the persistent discrepancy at r50 and r5r0 . At other locations, with
increasing number of terms used in the series solution, j rs approaches j rE . AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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j rE/(s cos u) versus r/r0 , where jE53BE; BE is given by
~12!. Here also three cases are displayed, using 10, 20, and
40 terms of the series expansion. One recognizes differences
between the exact function and that obtained from the series
expansion, particularly near r/r050 and 1. The series solu-
tion j rs always has the value 0 at r5r0 , whereas the exact
solution j rE is nonzero there. Again, as the number of terms
increases, j rs approaches j rE . An even more interesting case is
the difference between jus and juE . We found that the ampli-
tude of the difference between the exact and the series ex-
pansion functions in this case does not decrease with increas-
ing number of terms in the expansion. They tend to each
other only through a coarse graining process. This is shown
in Fig. 3. Again we conclude that the difference is an ex-
ample of the Gibbs phenomenon.5
For the case of a spherical conducting wall with a
frozen-in field corresponding to a uniform field, we have also
calculated the relationships K(s)2KV and E(s)2EV given
by ~7! and ~8!. As expected these integral quantities are in-
sensitive to the number of terms in the expansion. In Fig. 4
are shown K2KV and E2EV versus s. One notices the im-
portant branch of K(s)2KV , which is monotonically de-
creasing from 1` at the largest of the negative eigenvalues
FIG. 3. Comparison of the exact solution juE/(s sin u) derived from ~12!
with the series approximation j sE/(s sin u) given by ~18! for different num-
ber of terms included in the series approximation for a case in which sr0
54. Ten terms are included in ~a!, 20 terms in ~b!, and 40 terms in ~c!. We
note the persistent discrepancy at r50 and r5r0 . At other locations, with
increasing number of terms used in the series solution, jus does not approach
juE , but oscillates around it with a nondecreasing amplitude. In this case, jus
approaches juE only through coarse graining.Downloaded 13 Dec 2007 to 131.215.225.196. Redistribution subject totoward 2` at the smallest positive eigenvalue. One may also
see from Fig. 4 ~as proven in Ref. 3! that for a given value of
K, the solution with the lowest energy has a value of s larger
than the largest negative eigenvalue and smaller than the
smallest positive eigenvalue.
A similar analysis was also made of the case of a con-
ducting circular cross-section cylinder with frozen-in fields
corresponding to uniform fields either parallel or perpendicu-
lar to the cylinder. The results obtained are similar to those
obtained for the case of a conducting sphere, namely, the
existence of a boundary layer in which the series solution Bs
does not converge to the exact solution BE. Similarly the
series solution on js converges toward jE only by coarse
graining, another example of the Gibbs phenomenon.
IV. SUMMARY
A series expansion for Taylor configurations under gen-
eral circumstances was reexamined because a recently real-
ized paradox made its validity questionable. Examples were
presented for which the exact Taylor configuration could be
found analytically and for which also the complete set of
functions used in the series expansion could be found ana-
lytically. For these cases comparisons were made between
the exact solutions and those using the series expansion with
different numbers of terms. The differences between the ex-
act and the expansion solutions exhibit the characteristics of
the Gibbs phenomenon. Specifically, the paradox was that
the exact solution has a finite current density normal to the
conducting wall wherever there is a normal magnetic field
component, while all terms of the expansion have a vanish-
ing normal component of the current density at the wall. As
an illustration, consider the case of the plasma enclosed by a
thin conducting wall. Where the normal magnetic field is
finite, the direction of the current density turns abruptly 90
deg at the wall. It is this discontinuity which gives rise to the
Gibbs phenomenon. The examples studied showed that this
discrepancy only exists in a layer near the wall and that the
thickness of the layer is approaching zero when the number
of terms included in the expansion approaches infinity. Thus
we conclude that the series expansion in question is valid.
However, because of the Gibbs phenomenon, although the
theory is valid, one should use caution in applying the
theory. It is readily applicable when global integrated quan-
FIG. 4. The dependence of K2KV ~dotted line! and E2EV ~solid line! in
arbitrary units on sr0 for the case of a spherical conducting wall and a
uniform frozen-in field. AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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it is not directly applicable when local quantities such as
local magnetic field at the plasma boundary or current at a
particular point are required.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE VECTOR
POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS an IN SPHERICAL
COORDINATE SYSTEM
The vector potential functions an satisfy Eq. ~4! with the
boundary condition an50,
33an1lnan50. ~A1!
The easiest way to obtain an explicit solution for an is to
start from the solutions given by Rosenbluth and Bussac6 for
bn ,
bnr5bm
n einfF2m~m11 !Pmn jm~ ulnur !lnr G ,
bnu5bm
n einfF in
sin u Pm
n 1sin uPm
n8
1
lnr
d
dr r jm~ ulnur !G ,
~A2!
bnf5bm
n einfF sin uPmn8~cos u! jm~ ulnur !
2
in
sin u Pm
n
1
lnr
d
dr ~r jm!G ,
with the boundary condition of jm(ulnur)50. Note that with
this choice for the boundary condition bnr50 but bnf and
bnf remain finite at r5r0 . However, an is related to bn by a
gauge transformation
an5bn1F . ~A3!
In order for an to satisfy its boundary condition, it is neces-
sary for the components of F to behave asDownloaded 13 Dec 2007 to 131.215.225.196. Redistribution subject to]F
]r
50,
1
r
]F
]u
52bm
n einf sin uPm
n8
1
lnr
d
dr r jm~ ulnur !, ~A4!
1
r sin u
]F
]f
5bm
n einf
in
sin u Pm
n8
1
lnr
d
dr r jm~ ulnur !.
The u and f components of ~A4! allow a solution for F
as
F5bm
n einfPm
n
1
lnr
d
dr r jm~ ulnur !. ~A5!
Because jm satisfy the equation
1
r
d2
dr2 ~r jm!2
m~m11 !
r2
jm1ln2 jm50, ~A6!
the radial derivative of ~A5! will also satisfy the boundary
condition ~A4! at the plasma boundary. Substitution of ~A5!
into ~A3! gives for the real component of an :
anr5bn@ jm~ ulnur !Pmn ~cos u!r cos nf# ,
anu5bnF2 jm~ ulnur !Pmn ~cos u! nln sin u sin nf G , ~A7!
anf5bnF jm~ ulnur ! Pmn8~cos u!ln sin u cos~nf!G .
In ~A7! we have renormalized the amplitude of an by
ln .
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